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A Welcome & My Story
BY JAYNE RACHAEL ,  CO-EDITOR

Hello & Welcome! We are creating this space for all daydreamers
(primarily maladaptive ones, but perhaps some immersive ones as well).
It will be a safe place that highlights the latest news about Maladaptive
Daydreaming Disorder (MDD) and covers topics that those of us with
MDD, and/or our loved ones/parents, struggle with in our daily lives. It
is a place for us to see that we are not alone and to receive up to date
and accurate information about MDD. 

Read more about Jayne's Story on Page 03

Co-editors:
Jayne Rachael Bigelsen, Jamie Roche, 
Crystal Tatum, & Kristen Church

Don't Miss The Next Issue, 
Sign Up for Future 
Newsletters Below!

Future issues:

Telling A Therapist About MDD

You can easily sign-up to receive this
newsletter right to your inbox! Simply

click the link below and enter your
email to subscribe. 

Sign Up Here!

Using Mindfulness to Reduce MDD

& More!

Parenting a Child with MDD

Jayne's Story Continued

Telling A Therapist About MDD

Telling a Therapist About MDD
TIPS FOR TELLING A MENTAL HEALTH PROVIDER
ABOUT YOUR MALADAPTIVE DAYDREAMING

Don’t expect a therapist, or even a psychiatrist, to have heard about
Maladaptive Daydreaming. It is not a recognized disorder - so no one
other than Dr. Somer and his colleagues in Israel have any expertise
in treating it. (More on Dr. Somer in Jayne's Story on Page 03)

You may want to look for a professional who has experiences with any
other mental health conditions you have or may be experiencing (e.g.,
social anxiety, depression, autism spectrum disorder, ADHD, OCD etc.) 

Working on your other mental health concerns may end up
helping you to control your daydreaming and feel better overall. 

Even though most therapists won’t have expertise with Maladaptive
Daydreaming, they still can help you with it. First, you need to educate
them about Maladaptive Daydreaming Disorder... (Cont.)

Find More Tips on Page 03

https://maladaptivedaydreamers.com/resources/
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You are Not Alone
BY CRYSTAL TATUM,  CO-EDITOR

For more than three decades, I’ve carried a secret shame that derailed
my life and alienated me not only from others, but also myself. Since
childhood, I have spent most of my time in a world of make believe,
showing up in real life when it was necessary and then only half-
heartedly.

I don’t know when the fantasizing started. It seems like there was no
beginning, like it was always just there. I remember as early as age 6
being consumed with near constant daydreams, mostly about my
Barbie dolls and the lives I would create for them. Movies, music, and
books served as the foundations for most of my fantasies, with me
inserting myself as the heroine and expanding upon the story. Very
quickly, my fantasizing became obsessive and constant. I spent entire
days wrapped up in my storylines. 

We are the ones who
must demand to be
taken seriously, who

must keep sharing our
stories until more

people listen and are
willing to learn.

I confessed to several therapists throughout the years that my fantasizing was a problem. Some dismissed me,
focusing instead on my depression and anxiety; real problems, but for me, often related to my inability to cope in
the “real world.” Some did their best to help. None, even the most experienced counselors, had ever heard of
what I was describing. I became convinced that not only was I a freak, but the only one of my kind, which was
somehow worse. I genuinely believed that there was no one else in the world like me.

I had done some internet searching on excessive fantasizing over the years, coming up nearly empty. Then, two
years ago, I found Jayne's article, who described spending decades lost in daydreams. She even had a label for
her condition: maladaptive daydreaming disorder. I was stunned.
Later in the article, I discovered there was a researcher in Israel, Dr. Eli Somer, who coined the name maladaptive
daydreaming and was devoting his career to studying people like me. I couldn’t believe it. I might never be
cured, but I was not alone anymore, and that was a miracle.

This newsletter is an effort to extend that miracle to more people who know the struggles of living with MDD.
While MDD may not be formally recognized in the DSM-5, there is growing awareness as Somer and his
colleagues continue their research and more of us speak out about how this condition has affected our lives.

I believe more people need to share their experiences with MDD so that we can all feel less alone. The only way
for us to feel safe enough to be honest about our stories is for the mental health community to start taking this
disorder seriously. And we are the ones who must demand to be taken seriously, who must keep sharing our
stories until more people listen and are willing to learn. We hope this newsletter and our website will be a safe
and supportive space for that sharing to take place. We are not alone!

Seeking Artwork Submissions!
Many of us with Maladaptive Daydreaming Disorder are highly creative. We would love to feature pictures of any

artwork,  photography, or any other of your creative pursuits. 

Please submit artwork for consideration at support@maladaptivedaydreamers.com

mailto:support@maladaptivedaydreamers.com
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Jayne's Story, Continued
BY JAYNE RACHAEL ,  CO-EDITOR

Continued from PAGE 01

I personally struggled with what I felt was an addiction
to my imaginary fantasy worlds from young childhood to
my mid-twenties. Doctor after doctor told me that there
was no such thing as a daydreaming disorder and family
members laughed at my concerns (although they also
laughed when I spun around in circles and shook a
string as a young child to transport me into my
daydream worlds). At a certain age, I stopped the
spinning, and that's when I lost control of the
daydreaming as it seeped more and more into my life.
Finally in my mid-twenties, a psychiatrist, admitting he
had never heard of these daydream worlds, prescribed
me medication commonly used with OCD, which helped
to reduce my daydreaming. Anecdotal evidence has
shown that the medication works for some people and
not others.

After finding the first chatroom devoted to MDD on the
Internet, I convinced my psychiatrist to write me up as
an anonymous case study. I later went back to
psychology graduate school and joined forces with Dr.
Eli Somer (who coined the term Maladaptive
Daydreaming and is the world's leading researcher on
the topic) to publish several peer reviewed articles on
the topic of MDD.

For more information on my story, check out this link:
When Daydreaming Replaces Real Life - The Atlantic

It could help to print out some of the articles at this

link: Resources – Maladaptive Daydreaming and

bring them so the provider can see that MDD is a

real disorder currently under study. 

If the doctor or therapist isn’t willing to read

the articles or learn more, then they are not a

good fit for you. Keep trying to find one until

you find a provider who wants to learn more.

It may help to not use the word “daydreaming,”

because daydreaming is a non-harmful activity that

almost all humans spend a lot of time doing. This

term may be why so many of us get blown off. 

Instead, say “I have these imaginary fantasy worlds

in my head that I know aren't real, but I like going

there. I find myself immersed in the stories I create

to the point where I don't want to do anything

else." Then, follow up with articles and research on

MDD.

Some have said that Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

(CBT) has helped reduce their daydreaming.

According to the Mayo Clinic, CBT helps you

become aware of inaccurate/negative thinking so

you can view challenging situations more clearly

and respond in a more effective way. You may want

to look for a therapist who has experience with CBT

and/or reducing addictive behavior.

Some have said that a variety of different

medications have helped them reduce

daydreaming. Although it seems to work for some

people, medication does not work for everyone. 

Continued from PAGE 01

Overall, it is important to find a therapist who is the

right fit for you. They shouldn’t blow you off and say it

isn’t a big deal, nor should they make you feel bad for

your daydreaming. They should validate your feelings

and try to understand and learn.

We would love to hear what you want us to cover and will consider guest articles by community members. 
Please reach out to us at support@maladaptivedaydreamers.com with any ideas!

Do You Have Topic Suggestions?

Don't Miss Our Next Issue,
Subscribe Below!

You can easily sign-up to receive this newsletter right to
your inbox! Simply click the link below and enter your

email to subscribe. 

Sign Up Here!

Telling a Therapist About MDD
TIPS FOR TALKING WITH A PROVIDER

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/04/when-daydreaming-replaces-real-life/391319/
https://maladaptivedaydreamers.com/resources/
mailto:support@maladaptivedaydreamers.com
https://maladaptivedaydreamers.com/resources/

